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Will it not matter that the service record shows the recall problem was repaired? Have 130,000 miles. Once aligned, push the transmission completely forward until the end of the transmission input shaft seats in the pilot bearing hole. Went to dealership 6 months ago for service on my wife's Highlander and asked about shudder in the Camry.
Connect the rear U-joint to the rear differential yoke. If the problem still occurs in the warranty time/mileage frame then it is covered no mater how many times this is needed. Thank you So we just bought a used 2012 camry and it has the shudder...will they still fix it? now they are telling me to change the transmission for $7000. Insert the bolts
through the universal joint end caps. Can the part be shipped so they do the replacement here? really?? However now I am past 150,000 miles.  Does this warrenty apply to any camry from 2012 to 2014 or specific camry between 2012 to 2014? I most likely will not ever buy another one. Use the fore, aft and side tilt knobs on the jack to reach the
correct alignment plane. The Secondary Coverage is applicable for 8 years from the date of first use or 150,000 miles, whichever occurs first. According to the dealership closest to me, it's around 6 grand to replace the transmission. It started a few months ago and is intermittent. To help align the splines, turn the transmission on its side axis by
turning the the side tilt knobs on the jack. 2)The Secondary Coverage is applicable for 8 years from the date of first use or 150,000 miles, whichever occurs first. I just took it in to Toyota yesterday and these e-mails I just read (all but one) makes me worry! I have 111,002 miles. Many things must be considered when removing and rebuilding a manual
transmission. Installing a manual transmission can also be challenging due to transmission's weight and lack of balance. No mention of the service bulletin or their knowledge of the warranty extension. Seemed fishy so I passed. Seems like the issue continues to be a problem with a lot of 2013 Camry's. After the Primary Coverage period ends, the
Secondary Coverage is applicable for 8 years from the date of first use or 150,000 miles, whichever occurs first. They should replace the torque converter, remove the pan to replace the magnets and then reprogram the ECM. Dread Pirate Roberts said: You should be covered by the secondary coverage.... I feel this is unfair since Toyota knows there
is an issue with the converter. Thank you to whomever posted this because I am having the same problem and had the software update done today (8/3/2017) and didn't fix the problem. About a year later they replace the TC. Within 4 days of that the torque converter was replaced. Align the splines of the input shaft with the clutch splines. When I
look at the service records, it shows that only the software update was done shortly before I purchased the car in late 2014. please help! There are two coverage's, Primary and Secondary: 1) The Primary Coverage offers warranty enhancement until April 30, 2016 with no mileage limitation. Just recently, around 135,000 miles I have noticed the
shutter is back when at 70-80 miles an hour. Push the transmission jack away from the vehicle. Can you comfirm that? You can read more here... You’ll then need to restart your computer.After removal of McAfee anti-virus protection, your computer will be vulnerable until you reinstall another program. Question- when the torque converter is
repaired/replaced under the warranty, does the dealership also change the transmission fluid? Pull back on the throw-out bearing fork to set it in its seat. If it falls within the warranty extension period, then it qualifies for the warranty extension and will be fixed. Thanks for the question and to be honest (not 100% sure) I think it covers all. I just found
this thread I purchased my Camry over a year ago 2012 Camry It just started the shudder at odometer 132,500 miles I did not know anything about a updated or secondary extension What do I need to do since I can not afford to pay some outrageous ridiculous price for Toyotas mistake I just found this thread I purchased my Camry over a year ago
2012 Camry It just started the shudder at odometer 132,500 miles I did not know anything about a updated or secondary extension What do I need to do since I can not afford to pay some outrageous ridiculous price for Toyotas mistake Tonya, please read the first page of this thread. I just dropped off my 2012 Toyota Camry and they're going to do
the torque converter but he said that's all he's going to do and I just got off the phone with corporate and they said that they had to put the magnet and also dropped a pan to get the magnet in there and change out the gasket and fluid and he is telling me that is not on this warranty I said I just got off the phone with corporate customer service and
they said they need to change the gasket and the fluid and put a another magnet inside the pan to catch the rest of metal particles he's told me that he is only going to do the torque converter this does not make any sense so do I got to go over there and fight with him not actually fist fight but argue right now it's at the Toyota dealership in Oak Lawn
Illinois just want to know what I need to do to rectify the situation I just dropped off my 2012 Toyota Camry and they're going to do the torque converter but he said that's all he's going to do and I just got off the phone with corporate and they said that they had to put the magnet and also dropped a pan to get the magnet in there and change out the
gasket and fluid and he is telling me that is not on this warranty I said I just got off the phone with corporate customer service and they said they need to change the gasket and the fluid and put a another magnet inside the pan to catch the rest of metal particles he's told me that he is only going to do the torque converter this does not make any sense
so do I got to go over there and fight with him not actually fist fight but argue right now it's at the Toyota dealership in Oak Lawn Illinois just want to know what I need to do to rectify the situation Anthony, I'm sorry to hear that you are having problems with your Dealer. You will need to visit your local Toyota Dealer to see if this condition qualifies
for the repair. The car has 75,000 miles and started to do exactly what every one has described with the "torque converter shudder"- I read that the recall was extended until October 2017. Everything is out of Warranty at this time. I have the problem in 2014 Camry , I called dealer in Canada and they know nothing about it ? The warranty extension
is named ZE5 and in those instructions, page 2 step 5, it references T-SB-0034-14. NO—This bulletin does NOT apply. THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU When you go in tomorrow, they should check your vehicles VIN number on T.I.S. (Toyota Information System) and it will let you know if your vehicle is involved. My email *********@yahoo.com
and my phone is +1 ***-***-**** Waiting for your reply Dear sir. McAfee software protection keeps your computers and devices safe from malware, viruses and other assorted threats that continually try to infiltrate your network.McAfee Home and BusinessMcAfee’s security and anti-virus software for the home is simple enough for you to use, yet
powerful enough to ensure that your data and identity will be protected. I'm just now finding out what is causing it. The tool removes the components that would be required for reinstallation, and you’ll then see a message indicating whether the removal was successful or unsuccessful. I do know that some Dealers charge to perform an alignment
because Toyota doesn't pay techs for it. Please guys when you call Toyota services always remember to mention ZE5 warranty program . Just about every time we go for service we mention this problem. They supposedly updated the software, but the problem was still there. 02/23/17 went with same issue, they changed the spark plugs and cleaned
fuel injectors. As the vehicle is exhibiting these symptoms. THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU reply same problem on 2013 camry! First dealer said it is anifreeze in Transand ,will need trans replacement at $ 7.333.00 found another dealer got it fixed "torque converter replacement" for free! So what the heck is wrong with the TOYOTAS
mfg.companys !|? Never received the letter regarding transmission shudder. THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU HELP!!!!!! I'm new here and I have had the shudder for some time now. Like what kind of outside costs? Reconnect the negative battery cable and tighten the terminal to the battery post with a socket. So we just bought a used 2012
camry and it has the shudder...will they still fix it? Toyota has developed a new Engine Control software logic to help prevent this condition from occurring. and explain your problem in details with service advisor . tenth owner of that vehicle. Bulletin only applies to U760 transmissions. Toyota provided a rental car. Protecting your computer system is
an ongoing challenge with new vulnerabilities surfacing all the time. Will it not matter that the service record shows the recall problem was repaired? I have a question. This shudder may be observed while driving under light throttle conditions between approximately 25-50 Mph. Hopefully I can follow-up with the second good experience? I am calling
the dealership back in the morning and scheduling another appointment. The transmission input shaft should be parallel with the opening on the bell housing. I have an appointment at my local dealer next week. The Service Tech. Those are the instruction that the Technician is supposed to follow. Do you think since I am having this shuddering issue
with the torque converter now, the enhanced warranty would cover the fix? Loosen and remove the side plug gear oil fitting with an end wrench. Set the transmission housing squarely in the jack cradle and cinch the four end clamps against the case housing. I called my dealership since it was still under warranty. NOTE The condition will be most
noticeable prior to an upshift. Kearny Mesa Toyota Dealer here in San Diego is telling me that it is not the TC and, hear this, their tech can't verify what what is causing the shudder!!! hummm!!?? So now I find this, going to the dealer tomorrow. So if the vehicle ever gets shipped back here and is still under the warranty extension, then you’ll be good.
I've had issue for the last 30k miles (currently at 175k, yes I drive a LOT). Background: The subject vehicles may exhibit a brief intermittent shudder during torque converter flex lock-up. Hi, I would like to know how this covers any car that has been shipped out of the US to Africa and is currently experiencing this problem. This Warranty
Enhancement Program provides Primary and Secondary Coverage. Clark I am thinking of buying a 2012 v6 camry. Now I'm getting the shudder again. If the condition is verified, the vehicle will be repaired with a new torque converter, additional pan magnets and updated engine control software under the terms of the Warranty Enhancement
Program. Fill the transmission gear box with the prescribed gear oil, according to your manufacturer's specification. Just had my 2012 Camry TC replaced due to SHUDDER, at 88,000 miles. Motorteile image by WJ from Fotolia.com Manual transmissions allow a driver to manually shift gears to power a vehicle forward or backward. Use the floor jack
to lift the vehicle and remove the jack stands. It has 133,000 miles on it. Limited Service Campaign (LSC) Remedy Authorized Toyota dealerships are requested to perform a software update at NO CHARGE to the vehicle’s owner. i had 148 m on it and start shuddering i went to two different Toyota dealership in VA , one was extremely helpful and one
was really bad totally explaining me different story . I've had tires balanced, fuel injection cleaned and fuel treatments up the ying yang. Question - what if your car just started doing this and you never received any documentation on the recall and you have 151,000 miles???? Ugh! Help. This LSC will cover approximately 795,000 vehicles. I have
talked with the dealer in Kansas City Kansas and they acted as if they will fix it under the warranty. I had this issue with my 2012 Camry. Now I find out they were probably aware of the issue but just wanted to charge me for the service. Tighten the nuts finger tight. It doesn’t matter if you’re the original owner who purchased it or the 4th owner. all
because of good Toyota dealership and service advisor . We only have 88000 miles on it. Screw the filler plug back in and tighten it with a socket. Thank you It looks like you would fall under the secondary coverage... I recall someone I met someone who had a Highlander with the same issue and Toyota saying if it happens over 65 MPH it is not there
problem. Owner Notification Mailing Date : The owner notification will commence in mid-October, 2014, approximately 1 week after the dealer notification. McAfee calls this consumer solution “McAfee Total Protection.” With this software, you receive anti-virus protection as well as identity and privacy protection for your computers and mobile
devices. Is there anything I can do or am I just out of luck? This would be covered but the work can only be performed by a Toyota Dealer in the US. I have 106.00 miles on it. DPR is correct and this wasn't a Recall. Estimate without touching my car was over $3,000. The torque converter and Engine Control Module/ECM (SAE term: Powertrain
Control Module/PCM) logic have been modified to reduce the possibility of this condition from occurring. Will Toyota still cover the expenses of fixing the problem?? Reinsert the clutch pedal rod to the throwout bearing pivot joint by hand. Disconnect the negative battery cable. Your service writer can show you right on the computer screen whether
it's covered or not. There is an authorised company that sells and services Toyota cars but think they specialise more in Japanese trims. I just think it is funny that the customer service agent I spoke with did not mention that they offered a warranty enhancement program for this specific problem. Move the transmission forward. It developed the
shudder about six months in. Temecula, CA. Use an open end wrench to adjust the clutch pedal free play. I've been told so many things from different mach. Can a Toyota dealer still do the software update I have a 2013 Toyota Camry HELP!!!!!! I'm new here and I have had the shudder for some time now. They should fix it. I drive and average of
30,000 miles a year to work and back mostly and i know many other people that do the same. I have a question. took it for a 5 minute test drive and said, I knew immediately what was wrong it's a re-call problem due to the torque converter, went online and handed me the re-call notice. HTH So, I have a 2014 Toyota Camry SE. Its not a recall, its a
warranty extension and yes, I agree with you but unless your local Toyota Dealer can convince Toyota Corporate to participate in this repair then nothing will get done. If the standard removal process doesn’t work, you can download and use a removal tool for McAfee. ** After the Primary Coverage period ends, the Secondary Coverage is applicable
for 8 years from the date of first use or 150,000 miles, whichever occurs first. I just found out this model has no stick to check fluid from my mechanic!!! Still owe on car so don’t want to loose transmission I have the same problem with my 2012 Camry. Hi guys , i have Camry SE 2012 , i had same issues TC . They recommended the transmission be
replaced. Thank you, Darrell Keith darrellkeith182@gmail.com I have 2012 Camry and feels like transmission slipping. You will see that your vehicle is covered under warranty for this concern till 2020 or 150,000 miles, whichever comes first. You’ll also have to provide the email address you initially provided to McAfee.McAfee SupportMcAfee
provides a wealth of support for customers to help you understand the features of the products you purchase and how to use them. The shudder just started at about 76,000 miles. I have just over 120K miles. Toyota does this on a case by case basis and lately have been saying no to repairs outside of the Primary and Secondary repair times/mileages.
1st DEALER said need new Trans at 7.333oo due antifreeze in trans (Shuddering condition ) Second dealer replaced torque converter at no charge on our 2013 camry!!!! What is with Toyota Quality !? MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Some 2013 – 2015 model year RAV4 vehicles may exhibit a brief shudder intermittently while driving
under light loads between approximately 25 and 50 mph. Subject: Limited Service Campaign (LSC) E03 2012-2014 Model Year Camry Vehicles Software Update for U760E Torque Converter Shudder In Toyota's continuing efforts to ensure the best in customer satisfaction, Toyota is launching a Limited Service Campaign (LSC) on 2012-2014 Model
Year Camry vehicles. By 12/12/14 we were back at the dealership with a transmission shudder. I literally just found out today about the enhanced warranty. Push the transmission input shaft toward the opening of the clutch and pressure plate. Follow the instructions for your operating system. Align the splines correctly and push the drive shaft
forward until it seats. I then called the Toyota corporation itself and was told that if the software did not improve the problem and it was the torque converter itself that I would have to pay for it out of my own pocket. Unfortunately, I can not remember her name specifically. It doesn't matter if your are the original owner or the second or third or.....
You can visit the Products and Services section of the McAfee website to download product documentation, to receive security bulletins, to read technical articles, to see webinars and to make service requests.Removal Tool for McAfeeIf you decide to switch to a different anti-virus product, you can remove the McAfee products with a process outlined
on the company’s website. Unlike automatic transmissions that use fluid, vacuum and pressure to shift the gears, the driver selects the gear to be used and determines how long that gear stays engaged. Use the floor jack to lift the vehicle high enough to place two jack stands under the rear part of the frame and two jack stands under the front part of
the frame. No, it wont. March of 2017 still complaining. Replace the center console unit inside the passenger cabin around the shift handle. Does the Warranty covers the full service. I don’t know what happened to it but I read on your website that there is a recall on the transmission issues so can you please reply me if I it can be fixed and covered by
toyota recall or not. Show the Dealer these pages and you should be good.... Does this apply to the original owner only, or can folks who purchased the Camry used get the service done too? You will have to ask your Toyota Dealer what it is. Just had my 2012 Camry TC replaced due to SHUDDER, at 88,000 miles. They said nothing about the re-call
and told me to check the tire balancing, alignment and so on. Thank you Toyota leesburg VA . Thank you to whomever posted this because I am having the same problem and had the software update done today (8/3/2017) and didn't fix the problem. Is there any cost outside? Remove the nuts and bolts on the safety chain and remove the chain. The
cars warranty is for the car and not the owner. I have a Technical Service Bulletin from February 25, 2013 which states the ECM should not be replaced as part of this repair. Still did not fix the problem. The best way to check is have your local Toyota Dealer run your vehicles VIN number through TIS and see. I am eligible for this software update?
Tighten them with a torque wrench, according to your repair manual's specifications. Insert the drive shaft input shaft into the output shaft of the transmission. The software update did not fix the problem so I took it back in and they replaced the torque converter. So I called the dearlership back that did the update, but my service consultant was I
assume gone for the day. I would like to know the answer to that question as well. here it is 4.5 years later and I am feeling the shaking. In other words, this warranty extension is for---- The Primary Coverage offers warranty enhancement until April 30,2016 with no mileage limitation. Follow the Repair Procedure below to address this condition.More
repair Toyota case,please check it here:Toyota Trouble Repair Repair Procedure 1.With the vehicle at operating temperature, confirm the condition described in the Introduction. I am having this exact same issue, but I believe it is the same transmission. Because it has 171,000 miles on it currently i will have to pay over $2,400.00 to get it fixed. I feel
like I'm getting the short end of the stick here. * The Primary Coverage offers warranty enhancement until April 30,2016 with no mileage limitation. Thank you for owning a Toyota! I hope this gets resolved quickly for you. Thank you so much OishilJPN Does this apply to the original owner only, or can folks who purchased the Camry used get the
service done too? I hope so, I now have 175,000 miles on it and certainly don't want to put the cost of a transmission into this old or a vehicle. There are approximately 984,000 vehicles covered by this warranty enhancement. Question- when the torque converter is repaired/replaced under the warranty, does the dealership also change the
transmission fluid? Screw the console unit down with the screws or bolts (provided) with a screwdriver or socket. Loop the two safety chains completely around the transmission case and join the links together with two bolts and nuts. So we just bought a used 2012 camry and it has the shudder...will they still fix it? Thank you The cars warranty is for
the car and not the owner. Thanks for the reply. So if you fall within those guidelines then you are still covered. Pull back and reinsert. Connect any wire back to the transmission that belongs to solenoid or speed sensor, if so equipped. I have a question I just recently bought this car and it shakes badly I know I can get the update but has the time ran
out to get the converter replaced. Please visit your local Toyota Dealer to have this fixed. You should be covered by the secondary coverage.... It applies to the vehicle. ...and do I have any other recourse? Try before you buy with a free trial too.McAfee also offers a number of business solutions designed to provide protection on every front, including
data breaches, endpoint security, cloud security, security analytics and much more. Is there a brief shudder intermittently present while driving under a light load between 25 – 50 mph? The Primary Coverage offers warranty enhancement until April 30,2016 with no mileage limitation. Adjust the linkage or clutch pedal free play, according to
manufacturer's specifications in your repair manual. Please refer to Warranty Policy Bulletin No. POL14-10. Are the v6 2012-2014 affected too? A friend of mine suggested that I take to Aamco Transmissions and they will check it for free? Twist the knobs to loosen the jack clamps by hand. Feeling pretty ripped off. Question - what if your car just
started doing this and you never received any documentation on the recall and you have 151,000 miles???? I have had my Toyota camry 2012 for 5 years, bought it brand new back in Feb 2013 I moved so I never received any letters regarding the recall or service call. If you have a 1/2-inch gap between the bell housing and transmission, the pilot
bearing did not align properly. Reading the comments above scare me to even get a repair; i just don't want my issue to get it worst you know? Called Toyota, they apologized but wont do anything since I'm over 150k miles. They replaced the ECU. McAfee anti-virus software is one defense option that will help you keep your system secure.McAfee
SoftwareWhether you’re protecting a home network or you have a bigger business environment that needs extensive cybersecurity, turning to McAfee is one way to alleviate these concerns. It seems car companies punish tose who drive further buy putting unrealistic milage limits on vehicles. The problem still exists and the warranty extension is still
in effect. ZE5 and the TSB I have a 2014 Camry just diagnosed as needing a Torque Converter for the same symptoms described here. Yes they do. With the help of an assistant, place the manual transmission in a transmission dolly jack. My only option is to trade it in. Hey Bernie, would you mind explaining in your issue prior of shudder to the repair?
No problems. YES — Continue to step 2. Thanks in advance. You’ll receive a grant number from McAfee that gives you access to the initial download as well as security upgrades and maintenance releases. Bought my first 2013 Toyota Camry on 10/29/14. How can I get this fix in Canada , I have a question I just recently bought this car and it shakes
badly I know I can get the update but has the time ran out to get the converter replaced. So it will depend on your Camry's DOFU (Date of first Use). Pump the handle on the jack to lift the transmission. Thank you. It sounds like your Camry would be covered by Toyota under the Secondary portion. Keep your grant number safe so you can use it
whenever downloads are necessary. I purchased my Camry SE in November of 2014 and like my previous 5 toyota's I love everything about it! At 98,000 it started the shudder problem between 40-50 mph but it was intermitted, not all of the time. Dear sir. All no charge. This LSC will be available until October 31, 2017, and will only be available at an
authorized Toyota Dealer. i went 2nd time again to good one Toyota leesburg VA they fixed my TC and gave Toyota rent vehicle for 3 days . Install the the transmission mounting bolts by hand into the threads of the bell housing. This was done within days of each other. If you have left the shifter linkage and arm attached, maintain a clear path for it to
enter up into the passenger cabin through the plate access opening. It will be interesting to see what the dealer tells me this time around. The Toyota dealership said it expired this April. Start the engine and note the clutch pedal operation and shift movement. HELP!!!!!! I'm new here and I have had the shudder for some time now. Dealer says repair
not covered by TSB as I have a U660E trans. So, I have a 2014 Toyota Camry SE. Where can I find the VIN#'s that are effected? I have had my 2012 Camry SE since new. **** Toyota has now issued a Warranty Extension Warranty Enhancement Program ZE5 for Certain 2012-2014 Camry's with U760E Torque Converter Shudder. When you go in
tomorrow, they should check your vehicles VIN number on T.I.S. (Toyota Information System) and it will let you know if your vehicle is involved. I have a 2012 Camry SE and I had the warranty work/recall on the TC back on 11/18/2014 with 45,500 miles. please help! I have had my Toyota camry 2012 for 5 years, bought it brand new back in Feb 2013
I moved so I never received any letters regarding the recall or service call. Is there any info on the 2011's? Slide the transmission jack under the vehicle. It now has this problem with the torque converter. I have a Toyota Camery 2014 and the milage is 69 thousand and the Transmission is slipping. It is obviously happening now. My email
*********@yahoo.com and my phone is +1 ***-***-**** Waiting for your reply This is not a recall but rather a warranty extension. Tighten them to the yoke with a socket. at that time, I was not experiencing any shuttering. Then at 104,500 it was constant and then I went to 2 garages $75.00 and $95.00 for just a opinion and they tried to sell me a rebuild transmission at $3,600. Continue diagnosis using the applicable Repair Manual. bunch of rip offs! I think they just don't want to fix the TC and the shudder and taking the easy way out!! Page 3 The original software update under LSC E03 was never performed on my 2012 Camry LE. The transmission fluid would be drained and refilled, just not a
fluid flush like some shops try and sell. Service Dept. My local mechanic suggested it is the throttle body position sensor . At that time I had around 140k miles. I just took my 20112 Camry in for service anf theis shutter in the transmission has been going on for about 8 months. I checked the status of the lsc in the link provided bt my Camry didn’t
show up for this problem bt it does suffer the symptoms . Have returned numerous times complaining of the issue. If the TQ needs replacement, will there be a problem with coverage by the ZE5 Warranty Enhancement? Does this warrenty apply to any camry from 2012 to 2014 or specific camry between 2012 to 2014? I would like to know the answer
to that question as well. Make fore and aft adjustments on the front and rear tilt knobs on the the transmission jack to align it. You can purchase protection for one device or protection that will extend out to 10 devices, giving you the peace of mind that comes with safe internet browsing, identity theft protection, computer optimization, a password
manager, encrypted storage and free customer support. I know that Toyota probably does not care about that but i wanted to voice my opinion. It appears that the dealer checked for the service campaign back in 03/2015 and it passed.  Hi, I would like to know how this covers any car that has been shipped out of the US to Africa and is currently
experiencing this problem. Free trials are also available for business solutions.Install McAfee Anti-VirusOnce you decide on the type of McAfee product or products that you need, you can download directly from the McAfee website and install on your computers and devices. Other than that, I would need specifics to help. Page 2 Does this apply to the
original owner only, or can folks who purchased the Camry used get the service done too? told me that my warranty was up but that they were more than happy to look into the problem. NOTICE Subject: Limited Service Campaign (LSC) E03 2012-2014 Model Year Camry Vehicles Software Update for U760E Torque Converter Shudder In Toyota's
continuing efforts to ensure the best in customer satisfaction, Toyota is launching a Limited Service Campaign (LSC) on 2012-2014 Model Year Camry vehicles. Ask them for a printed copy while your there.
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